
Booked 
 

Booked is by a great author, Kwame Alexander. It is about a boy named Nick. His true 
passion is soccer. His dad is a word genius and created a dictionary with a lot of crazy words in 
it. Ever since Nick was nine years old, his dad has always made him read it as homework. Nick 
absolutely HATES it! He just wants to play soccer with his best friend, Cobe. Nick and Cobe 
have been on the same soccer team for a long time but when Cobe doesn’t make the A team 
that changes. They still do everything together but they aren’t on the same team. In school, Nick 
wants to ask out his dream girl but is too scared and Cobe tries to convince him to. Two bullies 
get in the way of that. Dean and Don are the meanest brothers in school and one of them likes 
April - the same girl Nick likes. While Nick is having his own problems Nick’s parents are having 
relationship problems. They decide to get a divorce because Nick’s mom loves horses and 
wants to take care of them as her job…in Tennessee. Nick is so upset, he loves his mom 
sooooo much! He can’t live with his dad. To Nick, his dad is crazy! Dallas Cup is just in a little 
while and his mom might not be there…April might though. With a surprise coming, Nick’s mom 
and dad both stay home for a while. What will happen? Will Nick go to the Dallas Cup, and will 
Nick’s life ever go back to the way it was? 
  
              I thought this book was amazing! I love how it gives you tons of detail of how Nick is 
feeling. It leaves you hanging from a cliff when something exciting happens and then there is 
another poem based on a different part of Nick's life. The way it is organized is a genius idea. I 

also love how it explains Nick's school life and home life. Overall it 
was a great book! 
 
              I would recommend this book to 10-12 year-olds. I think 
that kids who are interested in soccer would adore this book. You 
should read Booked ! I loved this book! You should go to the library 
right now and get this book! It's awesome! 
 
Caroline  
 


